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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

OROVILLE DAM ‘PROBLEM’
‘State of Emergency’
4/17/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
-------- Original Message -------Subject: A Word Of Warning
From: Stan Stanfield <s.stanfield@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, April 12, 2017 11:35 pm
To: "kelly@2scorpio.com" <kelly@2scorpio.com>
Hi Kelly
I've been following info on the Oroville Dam 'problem' for some time, via a man by the name
of Paul Preston being interviewed fairly regularly on The Common Sense Show of host Dave
Hodges, and it doesn't sound good, and I see by the map that you are fairly directly in the
line of a wave of water towards Sacramento if that earthen dam goes, under the pressure of
the spring runoff, from now through June. I don't know what you have been made aware of
regarding this potential disaster, but I encourage you to check it out, and be ready to get out
of that area at a moment's notice. Obviously to head out towards the east, and keeping
above the traffic of people getting out of the Sacramento area to their east. Plot out an
escape route ahead of time, including back roads, to avoid the potential traffic jam.
This is serious business. The public isn't being informed of the degree of seriousness that it
requires, for the obvious reason of keeping panic down to a minimum. (There are other
factors going on here as well, of a political nature; but let that subject go for now.) But
forewarned is forearmed.
Check out the past audios that thecommonsenseshow.com has carried on this subject, to
get up to speed on the situation. You owe it to yourself to be prepared. A word of advice,
from an old Boy Scout, your
Uncle Duane
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My response to a Commenter at http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/03/11/orovilledam-photos-taken-weeks-before-spillway-broke-show-something-wrong/
To Commenter:
I am impressed with your knowledge, but not impressed with your conclusion. You say,
"The emergency spillway performed exactly as designed..." It is my opinion this
"performance" was/is unacceptable, dangerous, stupid, idiotic, and the entire dam &
spillways needs to be undone and re-designed. Any technology of the 1970's are
ancient/old and handme-downs of yesteryear. If you don't believe it, I have an old broken
typewriter or record player I'll sell ya. Let's see how easy it will be to find parts for it and
repair it! There is a difference between craving an old majestic Oroville Victorian mansion to
be a long lived landmark, but praising the Oroville's wall of crumbling DAM cement that are
holding back your "5.9 trillion pounds of water" is illogical. Your logic that even though both
spillways crumbled and destroyed everything around them, the dam itself is hunky-dorysafe is iffy at best. This sort of blind trust will never stand the test of time! The dam's
demise is next... it's coming, we just don't know when!

BREAKING 🔴 Oroville Dam reports KEPT SECRET!!
Congressional hearings? Lake reservoir
Catastrophic Oroville Dam April 14 2017 NEW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbFPFTCcT_o
3RD Spill at Oroville Dam - Should we Evacuate? NEW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFC3pn6dZKM
April 2017 Oroville Dam Update: Oroville Dam More flow, more questions being asked
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zzFm5WR3ms , https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRCmy-bJDS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9joHOfmSnUE , https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBtpERWRQFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IGSWbUo1LQ , https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjrrN8gdyt4
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